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ABSTRACT
Drawing from a study that explored how international students experience cross-cultural transitions after living and studying in Melbourne for a few years, this paper, in particular, examines the participants' experiences with culture shock, social interaction, and friendship development. The findings include narratives of their personal stories and perspectives on social engagement and friendship ties with a particular focus on variables including cultural similarity, intercultural communication competence, intercultural friendship, and relational identity to influence their experiences.
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Within the market-driven landscape of international education (Pham & Saltmarsh, 2013), international students reside "at the center of a complex network of international academic relationships" (Altback, 1991, p. 305) in a worldwide trend towards the internationalization of knowledge and research. Australia is one of the most popular destinations for International students from the Indian Ocean, and the Asia Pacific regions to pursue tertiary education. International students make a significant contribution to Australian society, diversifying and enriching communities, and strengthening Australia’s global networks (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2012). There are several benefits offered to international students in Australia giving them access to gain high quality internationally recognized
education and opportunities for work experience. The International education sector brings a huge contribution to the Australian economy and it adds to the cultural diversity of the society.

Melbourne is a cosmopolitan and diverse global city that attracts many international students (Mansouri, 2009) and the influx of international students is estimated to increase in the future (Australian Education International, 2012; Edwards, 2011). In 2012, there were 148,860 international students registered in Victoria and in 2015 the numbers have increased to 194,870 (Australian Education International, 2012; Department of Education and training, 2016). The international education industry has a significant contribution to Melbourne’s knowledge sector in boosting “as an international center of excellence for tertiary education” (City of Melbourne, 2013, p. 9).

Academic mobility in higher education opens multiple horizons for many students to study overseas away from their home country. As international students discover the multiplicity of prospects and overture of educational experiences in a new country, they also undergo challenges to adapt and adjust in a host environment. Australia plays a significant role in international education and there is a pressing need to further understand how international students cope with cross-cultural transitions in view to provide them with better support systems through their social and learning experiences in this country. It is equally important to extend scholarly knowledge on how international students develop patterns of social interaction and friendship that contribute to their overall well-being within their adjustment process. So far, there has been less emphasis on reports and strategic plans on international education in Australia which suggests how to facilitate and support international students through their educational and social experiences (Marginson, 2011; Murray, Hall, Leask, Marginson, & Ziguras, 2011).

This paper investigates the personal perspectives of a group of international students in Melbourne on ‘culture shock’, social interaction and friendship development. The findings add to scholarly knowledge and the current understanding of cross-cultural transition experiences of international students' social adaptation and adjustment in a host culture.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Cross-cultural Transition Experiences

A number of studies have explored international students’ experiences with cross-cultural transition, adaptation and acculturation processes, and intercultural adjustments (e.g., Altback, 1991; Bista & Foster, 2016; Brown & Brown, 2013; East, 2001; Gareis, 2012; Gill, 2007; Gu, Schweisfurth, & Day, 2010; Hotta & Ting-Toomey, 2013; Zhou, Jindal-
Snape, Topping, & Todman, 2008). Cross-cultural transition is distressing and international students equally experience culture shock (Zhou et al., 2008). This term was first conceptualized by Oberg, (1960); being a form of disorientation when an individual transits through an unfamiliar culture, while away from their close family and friends. A sudden loss of familiar cultural norms and familial support often make international students more vulnerable to experiencing ‘culture shock’ (Pyvis & Chapman, 2005). Theories applied to the study of international students and their experience with ‘culture shock' has been criticized for its clinical orientations on early models of typology (Hwang, Martirosyan, & Moore, 2016); however different views recently emerged (Zhou et al., 2008).

Zhou et al. (2008) discuss ‘cultural learning’, stress coping models and social identification theories (Furnham & Bochner, 1986) as more contemporary and comprehensive in understanding ‘culture shock’ when people are exposed to a new culture. These theories together with the different components of response such as affect, behavior and cognition (ABC) describe the different aspects of changes that arise from intercultural contact (Hwang et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2008). In these three theories, the concept of ‘culture shock’ has been transformed into “contact- induced stress” accompanied by social skills deficits to deal with cultural conflicts and life changes (Hwang et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2008, p. 65). New terms such as adaptation and acculturation models (Ward, Bochner, & Furnham, 2005) are discussed in research literature which refers to other ways of managing and improving social skills (Zhou et al., 2008). An individual keen to adapt and acculturate in a new culture needs coping strategies and a more active than passive effort in acquiring new social skills. These theories provide a more comprehensive model of understanding cultural adaptation and acculturation of international students (Zhou et al., 2008) with more opportunities for personal growth, development and ‘cultural learning’ (Hwang et al., 2016; Kim, 2001; Ward et al., 2005)

The process of adaptation and adjustment in a host country is challenging and social interaction and friendship, as discussed through other studies (e.g., Altback, 1991; Furnham & Alibhai, 1985; Rienties, Johan, & Jindal-Snape, 2015; Rienties & Nolan, 2014; Hendrickson, Rosen, & Aune, 2011; Hotta & Ting-Toomey, 2013), play a significant role in supporting international students through their cross-cultural transitions and adjustment process. While some research discusses other pertinent issues of international students’ experiences in the Australian context (e.g., Dalglish & Chan, 2005; Kashima & Pillai, 2011; Tawagi & Mak, 2015; Yeoh, Le, & Doan, 2013), literature that focuses on culture shock, social interaction and friendship network of international students in Melbourne is lacking. This aim of this paper is to examine these issues and to identify variables that inform and influenced international students’ experience and perspectives.
Social Interaction and Friendship Development

Social networking facilitates interaction and connections with others. Cultural modeling and dialogue are equally important in building social ties (Gill, 2007). Social capital theory has been used by other studies to investigate how students develop and maintain social relations (Heath, Fuller, & Johnston, 2010; Lee, 2010). Social capital is linked to the value of resources in social network ties that gives better access to information to students in helping them to improve their social credentials (Rienties et al., 2015; Rienties, Tempelaar, Pinckaers, Giesbers, & Lichel, 2010).

Research literature suggests that international students benefit from an increased contact with the host culture which improves their language skills and helps them to build their confidence to communicate (Kim, 2001; Ward et al., 2005). Friendship formation plays a significant role in how international students (Hendrickson et al., 2011) experience cross-cultural transitions and "intercultural friendship, in particular, has a lot of potentials to enhance and advance international goodwill” (Gareis, 2012, p. 310). Friendship equally contributes to how individuals satisfy deep personal and emotional needs (Hendrickson & Rosen, 2009). Other studies (e.g., Furnham & Alibhai, 1985; Rienties & Nolan, 2014; Bochner, Hutnik, & Furnham, 1985; Hendrickson et al., 2011; Kashima & Pillai, 2011), borrowing on social capital theory and culture contact literature (Ward et al., 2005), discuss the role of ‘friendship formation’ towards acculturation, contentment, satisfaction, social support and success’ of international students. Yet, research exploring patterns of friendship among individuals from different nationalities has been neglected (Chen, 2002).

International students form membership with several different groups (e.g., academic community, housemates, and social clubs) and they form interpersonal relationships and friendship that form their social networks (Bochner, McLeod, & Lin, 1977; Hendrickson & Rosen, 2009). The importance of having friends with co-nationals and host nationals is discussed by Montgomery and McDowell (2009). Similarly, maintaining social interaction with housemates and through social clubs influences international students’ adjustments and increase the well-being and academic performance of international students (Rienties & Nolan, 2014). In this paper, the focus is however on few variables that have influenced the participants’ social interaction and friendship formation as they shared their personal narratives and views.

RESEARCH METHOD

The data for this paper are drawn from a study that investigated international student's experience of cross-cultural transitions experiences including culture shock, social interaction, and friendship development and the
relevant implications on their identity, sense of belonging and agency as they adapt and adjust to their host environment. The study adopted a case study approach (Yin, 2013) and focussed on a theoretical positioning that directed the data collection and analysis process to further explore and extend understanding on the issues from the multiple perspectives of the participants (Gray, 2013). In using a deductive approach, data from participants was cross-case analyzed in establishing the theoretical boundaries and the descriptive thematic approach (Gillham, 2010; Gray, 2013; Patton, 2014) to identify the common variables in the participant’s responses. The construction of a data record (Trent & Cho, 2014) or a case record as termed by Patton (2014) was useful in coding, organizing, classifying, editing and condensing data before writing the case study narratives. An inductive approach to analysis (Gray, 2013) and interpretation was used to present the multiple perspectives from the participants and these were reported as narratives of their context-specific stories and experiences. The analysis and interpretation of these narratives through the discussion in itself constitutes a narrative, which is more compelling than other interpretations.

Participants

A purposeful sampling procedure was used to sample international students who have lived and studied in Melbourne for at least two years. This study cleared ethics approval before contacting the participants, who were then invited to participate in the study through postings on social media websites. There were five male and three female students and their age range was from 20 to 40 years old. Participants were studying in different courses and universities in Melbourne. Most participants were nearing completion of their courses, while few of them were also working. Few participants had a first degree and they were in the process of finishing a Postgraduate course. There were three doctorate degree students who were awardees of scholarships and they were from different universities.

Data Collection

Interviews were used to collect data as it appropriately mapped “the woven and knotted strands of relationship” (Schostak, 2006, p. 22) of participants’ shared experiences. The semi-structured interview questions encouraged participants to share their personal journey and perspectives. A broad outline of the research problem and key questions were verbally outlined to participants in addition to the plain language statement (PLS) sent prior in seeking their interest and approval to be part of the study. Voluntary consent for participation was obtained prior to interviews. The interviews were scheduled and held in a location convenient to participants and conducted in the English language. The duration of the interviews was
at least an hour. The interviews were digitally recorded and conducted in a one-to-one individual meeting with each participant while establishing a ‘balanced rapport' and a casual and friendly approach (Wilkinson & Birmingham, 2003). The interviews were transcribed by the researcher and participants were given pseudonym names for anonymity. Coding of data involved methods for sorting and memoing of responses by categorizing applied codes and writing of memos for getting a deeper understanding in identifying the emergent themes (Saldana, 2011).

Table 1. Profile of participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudonym names</th>
<th>Nationality</th>
<th>Course completed and what they are studying so far</th>
<th>Number of years they have been in Melbourne</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Han</td>
<td>Vietnamese</td>
<td>Currently completing a Ph.D. in Education</td>
<td>4 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JMI</td>
<td>Indonesian</td>
<td>Currently completing a Doctor of Veterinary medicine</td>
<td>5.5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jules</td>
<td>South Korean</td>
<td>Completed a Bachelor of Nursing</td>
<td>5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed</td>
<td>Mexican</td>
<td>Currently completing a Ph.D. in Education</td>
<td>4 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James</td>
<td>Columbian</td>
<td>Completed a Bachelor of Creative Arts in Drama. Currently completing a Masters of Business Administration and Masters of Business and Accounting</td>
<td>5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>Completed a Bachelor of Marketing and Finance Currently completing a Masters of International Finance</td>
<td>5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>Currently completing a Ph.D. School of Medicine</td>
<td>3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fab</td>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>Completed a Master of teaching</td>
<td>2 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Gives a detailed profile of participants and it identifies them using pseudonym names and their nationality. It provides a description of the course the participants have completed or still studying as well the number of years they have so far lived and studied in Melbourne.

Thematic Analysis of Findings

The interpretation of findings was aimed to clarify and make meaning of the participants' shared experiences (Trent & Cho, 2014). A narrative approach as an alternative path for interview analysis (Denzin &
Lincoln, 2005; Leavy, 2014), was used to discuss the findings with a particular emphasis on using verbatim quotes and excerpts from the participants' responses. The patterns and connections between different issues through the participants' responses (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000) inform the different variables discussed in the findings. Culture shock is discussed in reference to each participant's responses related to initial experiences of cross-cultural transition in Melbourne. In discussing their experiences with social interaction and friendship development, variables including cultural similarity, intercultural communication competence, intercultural friendship and relational identity were identified as commonalities in their responses. In contextualizing the findings in the literature (Trent & Cho, 2014), corresponding themes researched from other studies were compared (Gareis, 2012), yet the findings from this study bring a different and unique contribution to the understanding of the issues discussed.

**Limitations**

The absence of any triangulation of data is a limitation to this study with only interviews used as an instrument for data collection. There are various suggestions put forward to legitimize research which relates to validity and reliability and generalizability (Tobin & Begley, 2004). Wilkinson and Birmingham (2003) asserted that interviews are the most common and powerful way to have active interactions leading to negotiated contextually based results. This inquiry focused on a particular sample of participants from different countries and cultural backgrounds and their personal accounts and shared experiences cover a multiplicity of views (Roulston, 2010) that bring coherence to the data and the discussion of findings (Fraenkel & Wallen, 2006). The findings were re-examined through member checking as a tool for a reflexive mode of knowledge production that also established rigor and allowed triangulation of data (Cho and Trent, 2006). Participants were offered to check the coded transcripts. Defined as member validation, (Seale, 1999) this process allowed more accuracy and reduced the bias of the data while increasing the reliability of the findings.

**RESULTS**

**Culture Shock**

The participants had quite different experiences and challenges at the beginning of their stay in Melbourne. They described challenges characterized by experiences of loneliness and self-motivation as per the demand of independent living within a foreign social and academic environment while they encountered unfamiliar cultural norms both in their social and educational spheres. The cultural distance between home culture
and the Western host culture is sometimes significant (Moores & Popadiuk, 2011) and some participants described how familiar cues from their home country were given different meanings and interpretation within the host culture and how they had to disapprove, accept or change their beliefs. Jules described her experience as thus:

Korea is very different from his cultural background. We've got a very isolated location. We got only one . . . I mean I never have seen many people from overseas. It is very monocultural, so coming over here I just tried to be open-minded. It's just the small things that bother me a lot. For example, if people are just walking on the floor with their shoes and then just lying on the bed with their shoes. It bothers me a lot because that's not part of my culture.

International students often find themselves confronted with “strangeness” in the host country (Gill, 2007, p. 171). Man and Jeremy described their experience of what they found as quite different and strange to their cultural norms from their home country. Man asserted:

Like yeah . . . I found few things as a culture shock. Like one of my housemates, once like she said I have a step-mother, so in India I was like in India we don’t have step-mothers - yes she was Aussie. And I mean this was one of those things. The way people speak was different.

Jeremy described his experience as such:

Yeah, like in Chinese background we normally do not stare at people - when talking to people - so eye contact is quite different and when I walk down the street - like random people say hi, how are you? To me - so which I found it was quite interesting because we Chinese we don't do that, like when you stop someone and if you talk to strangers to China it can be considered that you want something from me - yeah. Yes, it is a completely different experience.

The gap between home and host educational values was not that significant for some participants as Western assumptions might suggest (Watkins & Biggs, 1996). Han described her experience not really as a culture shock, but more as a challenge and a change in situating herself in a new environment, although she was experiencing familiar modes of using language, teaching and learning skills and values as in her home country.
I would not think of it as a culture shock, because before that even though I hadn’t had any experience outside Vietnam, I kind of was in the field of English teaching, and I taught cultural studies and culture subjects and literature. So I have always thought of myself as a western person, rather than an Asian person in my core, but yeah, it that sense didn’t see it as a culture shock, but anyway it was a big change from one environment to the another . . .

James experienced more a difference in the cultural situation of approaches to teaching and learning based on his previous educational experience and skills from a different course. He had to accommodate within different sets of learning needs and expectations. James reported:

Not at all, well I have to be in the middle, because when I first came in Australia, in Melbourne, I didn't find too much of a cultural shock like I told you I had experience in other cultures in Columbia . . . Yes . . . But I still do feel . . . I don't know if it was a culture shock . . . When I was in my first year in my MBA I kind of felt it, may be because it was a different course and I was in a different state of mind.

Participants had different perspectives and interpretation of ‘culture shock’, yet most of them experienced some kind of discomfort and disorientation within their first year of transition and adjustment. The initial adjustment was described not as difficult for some of them, however, they were challenged in putting more effort into changing their ways of living and in finding the right balance between studies, work and leisure time. Ed stated:

I wouldn't call it a culture shock in the first year in Melbourne. Not a shock as in a state of freezing yourself. It didn't freeze me but it did challenge me.

Fab responded:

No, I hmmm I don’t think it could be a lot of culture shock, but it was more may be a difficult transition from being pretty much free to discipline myself to go back to be a student . . . You know to a different status, different perception of myself, different focus. . .

Cross-cultural adjustments for international students are challenging as students might need to learn and use a new language and adapt to new learning modes (Hotta & Ting-Toomey, 2013). Gill (2007) described
intercultural adaptation as part of the process of intercultural learning, where international students experience profound changes “transforming their understanding of learning experience, self-knowledge, awareness of other and values and worldview” (p. 167). For participants in this study, being away from their family and friends and having to live on their own made them homesick. Many of them had to reorganize their bearings and cope with emotions and thoughts as they adjusted to new ways of living. The experience of loneliness is often detrimental to international student’s overall self-confidence and academic performance (Swami, Arteche, Chamorro-Premuzic, & Furnham, 2010) and for the participants that had to re-examine their perspectives about cultural norms from home and host environment and reviewing their assumptions about belief systems and habits.

The responses from the participants outline how ‘culture shock’ can apply to any new situation and in renewing their perspectives they adopted other ways to adjust and reassess their beliefs to make better connections and identification (Pedersen, 1995). Participants were open and flexible to extend their views and even confront some nested stereotypes from their home culture which enabled them to look at their own culture from an outsider’s standpoint. This provided them with new ways and insights to adjust in their new environment. Through their adjustment process, the participants selected more positive outcomes for personal growth and cultural learning (Hwang et al, 2016; Kim, 2001), which helped them boost their self-confidence and build a rapport with others. It also goes to show how ‘culture shock’ is part of the transition, adaptation, and development process, distinct to the often negative conceptualization around the early models of typology around the term in regards to cross-cultural experiences (Hwang et al, 2016; Kim, 2001; Zhou et al., 2008). ‘Shock’ is understood as the stimulus for the acquisition of culture-specific or behavioral social skills required to engage in new social interactions (Zhou et al., 2008). For the participants, their experience with culture shock did not really motivate them to acquire culture-specific skills for opportunities to socially engage, yet they describe other reasons that supported their decisions and choices for social connections and friendship ties.

Social Interaction and Friendship Development

Participants had rather selective motives and drives in choosing their friends and social groups. Social media gave them more opportunities to be in touch with their friends or social circles within and outside the university. Social clubs were identified as places where international students were more likely to build interaction with both host and multi-national students. Different social events in connection to and outside to university were most of the time advertised through social media. Social
media as a virtual space also provided more opportunities to connect with others and engage socially through chats and online games. Participants suggested that interaction with their peers in class was more towards group work assignments or collegial support and only rarely it could extend to friendship. There were different insights on how participants build social connectedness and friendship networks; however, the patterns and connections within their responses inform the variables discussed further.

Cultural Similarity

Cultural similarity makes behavior explanations and predictions in initial encounters easier as it builds up attributional confidence (Kim, 1991; Searle & Ward, 1990) and it helps academic sojourners to get involved in deeper engagement and interaction. Trying to make friends with host nationals, as JMI describes, was challenging as she did not share the same cultural knowledge and background as them.

It was kind of difficult to relate to the locals, I still find it a bit difficult sometimes... because we have different experiences, we have different cultural knowledge and background. I am the only Indonesian in my VET course and others are from international backgrounds, but there are more locals. I started to be friends with the locals in my first year because I joined clubs and it is a bit hard to get a good local friend, because the way the system and the classes are structured in the first year, tutes once or twice a week; so you don’t really have the time to build the connections. Also, we have different backgrounds as well, because they could talk about their childhood experiences in Australia and then. I don’t have all of this. The friends that I currently have are the ones from the first year, we were in the same class we both want to get into Vet, we were in the same clubs because we have same interests like fantasy . . . and so are they still in the same group- they are in my intake and we meet each other quite frequently, so there is a lot of talking about studies? We have more regular contacts, and then we can have more things we can talk about like church.

For instance, it was hard for JMI to relate and share childhood experiences as lived by Australian friends as she felt alienated from their experiences, whereby she could not situate the “cultural uniqueness” of her own personal stories among such conversations (Kashima & Loh, 2006) and equally the cultural similarity where she could feel at ease for ‘self-disclosure’ (Morse, 1983).

Man’s account of finding a landlord from his same cultural background and sharing a house with people of the same ethnicity was a
relief and it provided him a much sort ed emotional and moral support that comforted him from the sense loneliness and isolation he initially experienced on arrival in Melbourne. He was comfortable as soon as he met his co-national peers and hence he was not too motivated to bridge contact or friendship with host nationals.

When I came here like I was all alone, I didn't know anyone, I didn't have any relatives in Australia, so I didn't know anyone. So as soon as I came here I found some Indian friends in the same lab and in the same office and so, I was able to interact with them quite easily. Then I got my house owner who is also Indian...so I was able to have an Indian kind of house.

Fab had a different experience as he stayed in a shared house with Chinese students and he did not really integrate their rather closed social circle.

I had to live with people from an Asian background and probably they were quite different and they were surrounded by a more integrative network of friends, because of the bigger Chinese community and they already had friends living and studying in Melbourne, while I was pretty much the only guy from a European background.

Fab felt that cultural differences and traits were dissimilar to his own values, which made it harder to build social interaction and friendship with his housemates. His experience underlines how people from different cultural groups often have different approaches, expectations, and views to intercultural contact.

A sense of reassurance and understanding is a major factor towards social adjustment for international students (Geeraert, Demoulin, & Demes, 2014). ‘Cultural similarity’ was an important factor for ‘self-disclosure’, and international students need the comfort and confidence to interact with others. For example, childhood memories have a ‘cultural uniqueness' and there was an uneasiness in sharing such personal experiences. The concerns being unfamiliarity and lack of understanding from others. Similarly, ‘cultural differences' (values and expectations that are different) create barriers to establishing friendship with individuals with distinct cultural backgrounds. For those reasons, some participants found it challenging to extend friendship to host nationals in particular. They were more comfortable with their co-national peers (i.e., housemates, classmates, or members of similar social groups) and with other international students. They thought that there was a lack of peer support for extending
intercultural friendship outside the co-national social circle (Trice, 2007). Kim (2001) suggested that having a friendship with co-nationals hinders adaptation process in the long run and (Hendrickson et al., 2011) noted that students with more co-national friends were less satisfied with their lives. Such claims were not supported by the participants, as they felt content in their lives and over the years they have established a social network of friends including co-nationals, host nationals, and multi-nationals.

**Intercultural Communication Competence**

Intercultural communication competence is part of ‘culture learning’ and it contributes to building relationships and maintaining interpersonal involvement for international students. Participants described that the length of stay made a difference in their social life as they found cultural differences to retreat in the process of adjusting to their new environment (Gudykunst, 1985). As international students settle down they become more at ease and familiar with cultural traits of the host culture and they build understanding and re-adjustment to social expectations. Language proficiency helps to initiate and maintain communication among international students (Chen, 2002) and it enhances the scope for ‘cultural immersion’ (Kim, 2005). Cultural immersion as described by Kim, (2005) is generally positively related with fluency in the language of the host culture. Language was not a major issue for most of the participants as they were fluent in using English language (Rienties, Beausaert, Grohnert, Niemantsverdriet, & Kommers, 2012). They had some difficulties in coping with the Australian accent in the beginning but somehow they were effective in communicating with others. Receptivity, ethnocentrism and even perceived discrimination (Gareis, 2012; Russell, Rosenthal, & Thomson, 2010) are issues which can discourage international students to initiate a friendship and some of this sentiments were reported by few participants. For instance, Jules described her experience which gives some insight of her perspectives and challenges in adjusting to the host culture.

I didn't have any connection in Melbourne. My first connection started with my homestay family and then Uni and the friends here, and eventually they expanded to another group of people, kind of the toastmaster group, somehow I met my partner there. It's more about international students rather than local people or Australian people. I'm not really into the Australian culture I guess because I felt there is still a lot of communication differences/difficulties, . . . somehow I was in the International Student's group because there was just a one-year bridging course, so my classes didn't have much of Australian students, and somehow when we got half of
International and half of Australian students in one subject, naturally they just divided, they just mingled with what they want.

**Intercultural Friendship**

While Jules preferred to move in a shared house where there were Korean students only, she felt more comfortable living with co-nationals that also made her more connected to her home culture. She did not deny intercultural friendship as not good for her, as she said she met her partner through a social group and he is an international student of European nationality. Jules stated:

I'm actually living in a Korean household. Only one family, I'm sharing with them. When I'm free I share my free time with them. Finding the Korean house, it's not just about culture; the most important thing to me was the cleanliness of the house. At very first I didn't mean to get to the Korean house because I wanted to improve my English and, I wanted to mingle with this society, with all different backgrounds, but I changed my mind after my first experience living in a shared house with other different nationalities. However, I try to be open to all the different cultural backgrounds.

Participants found that in some cases it was rather difficult to be part of closed social circles of either host nationals or co-nationals and this was not an encouragement towards intercultural friendship. Similarly, it is not unusual for international students to report having no host-national friends at all (Furnham & Alibhai, 1985; Bochner et al., 1985; Gareis, 2012; Ward & Masgoret, 2004) as host nationals have a well-established network of local friends (Rienties et al., 2012; Rienties et al., 2015; Hendrickson et al., 2011). Some participants relate to similar challenges and difficulties in extending friendship with host nationals due to less mutual receptivity and their own personal choices not to do so. On the other hand, participants acknowledged that friendship was critical in supporting them in their adjustment and adaptation process. However, few of them felt more comfortable and inquisitive to learn about other cultures in sharing multi-national friendship, while they shared similar experiences of challenge and struggle towards adjustment and adaptation (Hendrickson et al., 2011; Montgomery & McDowell, 2009).

James shared his view as thus:

When I first came here it was amazing like. It was an awesome sensation because I never expected for other cultures to be like these people I met . . . very friendly. I have been in contact with many cultures: Indian culture, Chinese culture, Indonesian culture,
Malaysian culture and I was able to get a little bit of it. So that was in the first year and that's still ongoing because I am still having many good experiences about every culture, especially with friends from the Indian origin.

Jeremy shared a similar view:

By joining different clubs I think is one of the best ways for me to interact with others. When you find some similar interests with others, so it's very easy to talk to them and that's where I found connection and like Toastmaster club and it has played a very important part role in my social interaction and networking of friends - its aims to improve your communication skills and leadership skills. Also, I think I am quite open, I have friends from all over the world and I have lots of Australian friends. I think the reason why I want to join these programs is that I want to meet some friends more to socialize with people.

Other participants talked about their friendship with multi-nationals and host nationals through their academic course or membership in social groups. For Jeremy, it improved his communication and leadership skills as he asserts such interaction helped him in building social networks, and he is positive to further extend friendship with them.

For an intercultural friendship to work, the members of a group need to be successful in negotiating their expectations and patterns of friendship (Gaines & Liu, 2000; Pei-Wen, 2008). It is also important for international students to share similar values and beliefs in relationships and to have an understanding of each other’s values and beliefs (Gaines & Liu, 2000). A research on intercultural friendship (Krumrey-Fulks, 2001) explained that people in the Chinese culture expect friends to perform helpful behaviors, whereas American friends expect friends to be good listeners. For instance, the different perceptions and expectations towards friendship formation and what it means to be friends were pointed out by few participants. Intercultural friendship was an avenue for some of the participants to open up to others from different cultural backgrounds. James felt comfortable in his group of multi-national friends and he was keen to further his friendship with others, as he identified similar living experiences and struggles as them. Feeling emotionally secure and accepted in a group is important for international students and this builds their confidence to establish inter-cultural friendship in the host culture (Hotta & Ting-Toomey, 2013).
Relational Identity

From the participants’ responses, there was indeed some cultural empathy in regards to how they experience intercultural contact and social ties within their academic space. Talking about his experience in interacting with his academic peers, Ed felt that it was not a language or communication issue but more the academic culture within the Ph.D. student's community which makes it difficult to make connections to go no further than a hi and hello scenario. To some extent, there was a bit of empathy emphasized with shared feelings and thoughts. Ed further shared his views as thus:

Making new friends at the beginning was hard for me because I was expecting to get all my friends at university. It didn't happen that way but I was expecting that. In Mexico, my experience was inclusive: the minute like ... who are you? Yeah . . . come on in we have a party tonight. I don't think it was because of the culture and the language or because I was feeling at home. I'm not sure of that. I'll keep thinking over that. I don't think it was language because I could communicate quite well. It might be cultural because . . . in that building you know we were people from all over the world. It would be impossible to tag, "Oh yeah Australian" . . . impossible because I'm talking about people from Indonesia, from Africa, from China . . . There was no more of this . . . the social connection among the people, it was more practical, more into the surface of, Yeah I like you, good on you, keep on working hard, see you later.

Ed also added that he made his social interaction mostly outside the university with a group of people as co-nationals who shared the same culture, language, and interests as him. Han experienced a similar situation, where it was hard for her to engage with the academic community that goes further towards friendship development. Han was more task-oriented and geared towards her studies, whilst she anchored to her home culture which suggests why she was inclined to have more co-nationals friends from Vietnam. Han said:

Oh yeah, I met some new friends, but not a lot. You know I was in a new environment, I was introduced to this faculty and I met other people who were doing their Ph.D. and I also got acquainted with the staff here although they are very busy, I don't get to meet them outside the Ph.D. supervision meetings but I know some other Ph.D. students from my first year, but they were busy too. It is the fourth year... and the pressure is building up, but it’s ok! I think I am a
private person I don’t need to know a lot of people and I have meaningful relationships.

For Ed and Han being part of a mature group of independent learners, offer rather slim opportunities for friendship connections to happen and interactions remain more on a collegial stance. Their personal interests and study commitments were others factors that influenced their choices.

Relational identity is another component towards successful friendship ties and intercultural friendship (Gaines & Liu, 2000; Pei-Wen, 2008). To have common interests, values, belief systems are factors that have a strong influence on each other's ways of knowing, being and acting in regards to the outside world (Wood, 1982). The way to establish and maintain such factors equally influence relational identity. For some participants, they could not see social interaction to go beyond the status of membership within a particular group (for example their academic community). As a 'mini culture' (Baxter, 1987) such groups have specific protocols and established norms where members are expected to learn and interact accordingly and eventually providing lesser scope for friendship development. Ed and Han experienced more shared traits of ‘cultural empathy’ (Van Oudenhoven & Van der Zee, 2002) being in similar situations. An individualistic orientation (Ting-Toomey, 1989) is another marker of selective priorities and choices to influence social dynamics (Jonasson, 2012), where individuals seek for desirable potential attributes in what can better match their interests and personality traits.

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

There are major changes in the social and cultural landscape of global cities such as Melbourne with an increasing number of international students who eventually decide to work and live in this city after their studies. It is important to promote intercultural communication competence and intercultural friendship among international students to make them feel more confident, content and integrated within their host environment. Social interaction and friendship development play a significant role in the adjustment process of international students and in supporting their well-being and how they feel content and confident. Findings from the study reinforce the importance of intercultural competence and friendship for international students with both co-nationals, host nationals and multinationals as important in bridging cultural modeling and dialogue (Gill, 2007) and in improving their social credentials (Rienties et al., 2015). While this study had some limitations with a small sample of participants in Melbourne only, the findings give voice to the participant’s personal stories.
and perspectives and it provides further scope and insight to extend research with a larger sample of participants in Australia.
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